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PROBLEM. ?TO FIT TOGETIIER TWO OR MORE QUAD- 
RICS SO THAT THEIR INTERSEOTIONS SHALL BE PLANE. 

BY PKOF. E. W. HYDE, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

Let us first determine a condition that the intersection may be projected 

upon some given plane into a conic. This will evidently be the case when- 

ever between the equations of the two quadrics we can eliminate one of the 

variables, say z, without raising the degree of the resulting equation above 

the second. Thus, if the equations are 

A,x2 + Bxxy + ClV2 + Dxz2 + E?x + FlV + Ox -0, 

A2x2 + B^xy + C2y2 + D2z2 + E2x + F2y + G2 -0, 

it is plain that after elimination of z the resulting equation will be the gen? 
eral equation of the 2nd degree between x and y. If we regard the given 

equations as referred to oblique coordinates, each represents a quadric hav? 

ing its center in the plane xy and the axis of z parallel to the diameter con- 

jugate to xy. The same is true if the axes of reference be rectangular, but 

in this case the plane xy is a plane of symmetry, and z is parallel to an axis 

of symmetry of each surface. 

Hence if two quadrics have a common plane of symmetry the orthogonal 

projection of their intersection upon this plane is a conic. 

Evidently equations of the second degree in x, y and z can be presented 
in a variety of forms such that z may be eliminated without giving an equa? 
tion in x and y of higher degree than the second, but that given is suffieient 

for our purpose. 
Suppose now that we have two quadrics whose equations are those 

given above, and which are so related in dimensions and position that one 

pierces entirely through the other, cutting from it two separate curves, 

These being projected on the plane of xy in a conic, the latter must be a 
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hyperbola, since no other conic has two separate branches. Now let the 
smaller quadric increase in size, then the two branches of the hyperbola 
will approach each other, i. e. their transverse axis will become shorter ,and 
when the two quadrics exactly cut each other off the hyperbola will be re? 

duced to a pair of intersecting right UneSy that is the curves of intersection 

will be plane. The points in which these two plane curves intersect will be 

at the extremities of a chord common to the two quadrics, and at these two 

points common tangent planes to the two surfaces may be drawn. 

Hence the intersection of two quadrics will be plane} whenever ihey have a 

common chordy at whose extremities planes may be drawn tangent simuttane- 

ously to the two surfaces. 
If the two quadrics have a common plane of symmetry the common chord 

will be perpendicular to this plane. 
In the figure leti 

MABCDF represent 
an ellipsoid having I 

one plane of symme? 

try coincident with | 
the paper, and the 

axis perpendicular to 

this plane of any 

length, and let GK- 
HL be another ellip? 
soid inscribed within J 
the first, touching it j 
along the ellipse G 0- 
H projected upon the J 
paper in a right line. I 

(It may be shown that the curve of contact of two quadrics of which one is 
inscribed within the other is always plane.) Let some other quadric, as the 

paraboloid ALED (7, be described about the ellipsoid GKHL touching it 
in the ellipse KOL projected into a right line on the paper. If planes be 
drawn at the two points projected in 0, i. e. at the intersections of the 
curves GOH and KOL, tangent to the ellipsoid GKHLy they will also be 

tangent at the same points to the larger ellipsoid and the paraboloid; hence 
these must intersect each other in plane curves projected into the right lines 
AODmd COE. 

Hence for the solution of the problem stated at the beginning of this ar? 
ticle we have only to inscribe within one of the given quadrics some other 

quadric of such a nature that the second given surface may be circumscribed 

about it, then will the intersections of the two given surfaces be plane. 



If the given surfaces are of revolution, as is most frequently the case in 

practice, the surface to be inscribed is a sphere, and the construction is very 
simple. 

If we now consider the curves in the figure without reference to the sur? 

faces represented by them we may arrive at some interesting properties of 
conics. 

If a conic GKHL be inscribed within any other conic MB CDF, and about 

the first some third conic CDLA be described, the locus of the intersection 0 of 
the lines AD and CE joining the opposite points of the intersection of CDEL- 
A and MBCDFis the chord of contact GH of the first and second conics. 
The truth of this is evident from what has preceded. 

As a particular case let the third conic be a pair of tangents to GKHL; 
then we see that if pairs of tangents be drawn to GKHL, and their oppo? 
site points of intersection with MACHF be joined by straight lines, the 
locus of the intersections of these lines is the chord of contact of GKHL 
and MACHF. If the tangents touch GKHL on opposite sides of GH, as 
in the case of BF and QR, the point P? given by them is inside the ellpse, 
but if they touch GKHL on the same side of GH, as BF and MN, the 

point P2 given by them is outside the ellipses. 
We evidently have from this an easy construction for finding the points 

of contact of one conic inscribed within another. It is only necessary to 
draw any three tangents as MN, BF and QR to the inscribed conic, and 

join the opposite points M and F, B and E, B and R, and Q and F, ob- 

taining thus points Px and P2 of the chord of contact GH. 
The chord of contact GH is parallel to the diameters of GKHL and MB- 

CDF which are conjugate to the common diameter C1C2 joining the centers 

of the two curves. 
This is evidently true when GKHL is a circle, GH being then per? 

pendicular to Ox C2 which is an axis of symmetry of MBODF. The 
common tangents to the two curves at G and H then meet on C1C2. 
Take any point not in the plane of the curves, as the vertex of a projecting 
cone, and project the figure upon some plane such that GKHL shall become 
a circle GfKfHfLf. Then, as we have just seen, G'Hf will be conjugate in 
direction to C\Cf2, and the common tangents at Gf and Hf will meet on 

C\G2. Therefore, since tangency is a projective property, the tangents at 
G and H must meet on Cx C2, and hence GH is conjugate in direction to 

CxC2. If the circumscribing curve be a parabola as AEDC, the chord of 
contact LK is parallel to the tangent at the extremity of the diameter of the 

parabola which passes through (72, there being of course no conjugate 
diameter in this case. 
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